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New Features

The following new features have been introduced in this version of Docurated –

1. **New Filters for Engagement Trends:** We have added 3 new filters – *Teams*, *Topics*, and *Analytics*, for the Engagement Trends tab in the Analytics window. Using these new filters, you can filter your engagement trends and get the most desirable analytics data against your documents within a few clicks.

   - **Teams:** This will allow you to filter/narrow down the result set of users belong to selected team only.
   
   - **Topics:** This will allow you to filter/narrow down the result set w.r.t documents part of selected topic only.
   
   - **Analytics:** This will allow you to filter the engagement trends in two ways – internally and externally.
     
     - Internal analytics will show you the results w.r.t engagements made internally, i.e., activities (views/downloads/shares) within the Docurated platform.
     
     - External analytics will show you the results w.r.t engagements made externally, i.e., activities (views/downloads/shares) performed via an external shareable link.
   
   - **Note:** The engagement data is fetched from the Docurated platform, but their analytics are visible on the Analytics tab of QPP-NG.

2. **Custom Branding Support:** Introducing custom branding support in Docurated that will help our admin users easily set a brand name or any other desired custom text along with a favicon for the browser tab. As a result, now, when the document will be opened on a web browser, the added image be displayed as a favicon, and upon hovering over it, the brand name or any other custom text will be displayed. This functionality will help our customers increase their brand recognition and user experience.
**Enhancement**

The following enhancement has been made in this version of Docurated –

1. **Recycle Bin Improvements:** The Owner column on the Recycle Bin screen will now contain the full name of the document owner. Besides, we have added a new column, called Deleted By, that will show you the name of the user by whom the document is deleted.

2. While updating the metadata of a document in Docurated, the “As of Date” field will now have the current date preselected. For example, if you are updating the metadata on 10th Oct 2023, the “As of Date” field will have 10th Oct 2023 by default.

3. The accessibility of WebApp has been improved on several WCAG criteria.
Resolved Issues

The following issues have been fixed in this version of Docurated –

1. The *Custom_Metadata* file name will now be updated to the latest file name.
2. The *Edit Markup* functionality will now work in iOS app.
3. You can now easily add new users to Docurated and assign them the appropriate license.
4. While creating the log directory in Docurated, the log file owner will now be assigned appropriately.
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